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George Bush's
Republican
manifesto
The Republican strategy in this election
year has now been unveiled: class war. As
expounded by President Bush in his State
of the Union address two weeks ago, the
agenda could not be more shameless. The
rich get a big tax break, the rest get nothing.
If the country was populated entirely by
people with incomes of more than $100,000
a year, the campaign would be over.

Set against the economic realities of 1992,
there is something awe inspiring about the
purblind inequity of the president's propo-
sals. Amid the economic rubble of the Rea-
gan-Bush years three features stand out:
the speculative mania that has almost de-
stroyed the financial system; the specula-
tive building boom that has led to record
vacancy rates in commercial real estate and
imperiled the banks and insurance compan-
ies financing such activity; the regulatory
surrender that permitted such rampages.

The same three features constitute the
drive train of Bush's economic agenda.
Bush's proposed cuts in the capital gains
tax rates would reward all the vices of the
roaring '80s. To a nation still stricken with
the consequences of the last building boom,

he promises new breaks for real-estate
speculators. And he announces a new war
on regulation.

The centerpiece of the Bush program is
the president's drive to lower the tax rates
on capital gains. In his State of the Union
address Bush had the effrontery to claim
that this would be a big boom for the little
guy, that any benefit to the rich would come
almost as an unintended side effect.

This is pure nonsense as even Bush's
Treasury officials admit. A cut in the capital
gains tax benefits those with capital. Fewer
than 10 percent of those with incomes of
less than $50,000 have any capital gains, as
opposed to more than half of those with
incomes of over $200,000.

Of course, Bush and his associates do
not care to have it put so baldly that the
simple purpose of their proposed capital
gains tax cut is to give the rich another
break. They like to argue that the scheme
has a loftier purpose, that the surge in busi-
ness activity consequent upon such a cut
will lead to the sort of growth associated
with a huge drop in interest rates.

Let us consider in this light an extraordi-
nary exchange that took place in Congress
almost exactly two years ago. The ex-
change, between Michael Boskin, chairman
of the Council of Economic Advisers, and
Sen. Paul Sarbanes of Maryland, makes it
clear that the White House has known all

along that all lofty claims for the capital
gains cut had no basis in fact, that the cut
would merely be doing the rich a favor and
that was that.

Sarbanes, a Democratic senator, asks
Boskin, the president's main economic ad-
viser, if indeed, as the White House claims,
the proposed cut is designed to lower in-
terest rates (what economists call "the cost
of capital"). Here's the exchange as it took
place on January 24, 1990 in the Joint
Economic Committee:

Sarbanes: "...The main point of the capital
gains tax cut is to reduce the cost of capital.
Is that correct? Do you subscribe to that
point of view?"

Boskin: "Yes. We have talked about it
many times, yes."

Sarbanes: "How much would interest
rates have to fall to give the same reduction
to the cost of capital as a 30-percent capital
gains exclusion?"

Boskin: "A small amount."
Sarbanes: "Am I correct that it would have

to fall only .05 of 1 percent?"
Boskin: "I was about to say probably 10

basis points, or something like that, 15."
A basis point is .01 of 1 percent. Jeff Faux,

president of the Washington, D.C.-based
Economic Policy Institute, who exhumes
this amazing confession in the January/Feb-
ruary issue of Challenge, points out that
even with Boskin's optimistic assumptions

the administration's tax cut proposal at that
time would have had an effect on invest-
ment equivalent to a drop in interest rates
from 7 percent to 6.85 percent.

In his latest version Bush now wants to
drop the rate as much as 50 percent, which
would be the equivalent —on Boskin's
computation — of an interest drop of .5 per-
cent. To put this in perspective, the drop
in the prime rate offered by commercial
banks between October 1990 and October
1991 amounted to almost 250 basis points
(7.81 percent to 5.34 percent, a fall far larger
than anything claimed by the White House
with the capital gains cut), and it still was
not enough to crank up investment and turn
the recession around.

So when Bush told Congress the other
night that a cut in the capital gains tax "in-
creases jobs and helps just about every-
body in our country" he was talking drivel,
and his own chief economic adviser told
him as much more than two years ago.

So much for the Bush program: more
speculation, more wealth transferred to the
rich, and somewhere soon down the road
a tax-payer bail-out of the FDIC. At least
the agenda has a certain clarity. The rich
are to get'richer and the rest get deregula-
tion, meaning a dirtier environment, a more
dangerous workplace and in the end, as tax-
payers, the privilege of paying for the pig-
out at the top of the pyramid. •
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L I F E
By Bill Bigelow

S
HORUY AFTER THE CHRISTO-
pher Columbus Quincen-
tenary Jubilee Commission
formed several years ago,

its first chairman, John Goudie,
urged Americans to join the "uncon-
troversial and universally appealing"
500th anniversary celebration.

Well, John, life doesn't always turn
out as we plan, does it? Today,
Goudie is no longer commission
chairman, having resigned in dis-
grace amid accusations of cronyism

4" and corruption. More significantly,
the Columbus myth itself is begin-
ning to crumble. But a new myth of
"encounter" and "exchange" is rising
to take its place.

The old myth was an explicit tri-
bute to imperialism. Christopher
Columbus — determined, brave,
skiilful, reverent—leads a mission of
discovery and conquest to the un-
charted West. While en route to the
Indies, he makes a much more im-
portant find: America. He claims the
land for Spain and Christianity,
brings a few natives back to show
off and plans future trips to the "New

.World."
Silenced majority: In storybooks
and texts, children are led to cheer

^ these acts of imperial arrogance and
aggression. The native American
people have no consciousness, no
feelings, no voice. When acknowl-
edged, "Indian" resistance to the
Spaniards is labeled as "unfriendly"
acts by "ferocious Caribs." The
whole adventure of "discovery" is
cause for unquestioned celebration.

Books such as Hans Koning's Co-
lumbus: His Enterprise, Kirkpatrick
Sale's Conquest of Paradise and the
organized critical response of in-
digenous groups throughout the
Americas have put Columbus boost-
ers on the defensive. The cheerlead-
ers are still around, of course, but -
they've taken a back seat to the new
"academic" Columbus mytnmakers.
OK, they promise, we won't say Co-
lumbus "discovered" America any-

K more. We'll say he "encountered" it;
and, yes, Columbus did take slaves;
and, yes, he did mistreat the Indians
and many of them died; and, all right,
the whole enterprise led to the Afri-
can slave trade, which was a bad
thing. But...

The elaboration of this "but"
dominates today's mainstream re-
sponse. Suddenly it's everywhere:
The Smithsonian's "Seeds of
Change" exhibit and book, News-
week's "When Worlds Collide" spec-
ial fall/winter Columbus issue, Ber-
keley's Lawrence Hall of Science
1492-1992 exhibit, the National
Council for the Social Studies' guide-
lines for teaching about the quin-
centenary, official and editorial pro-
nouncements—they all play off the

*" same themes.
The ideological terrain is shifting,

and we need to be aware lest we
continue to attack a largely defeated .

,. myth. The new Columbus line, sum-
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New Indian trade rout myth
med up nicely mNewsweeRs special
issue, warns us not to look for
"heroes and villains," but to "look at
the vast changes that were wrought."
This "Columbian Exchange" is even-
handed. "They" gave "us" the potato,
com and a great deal of gold. "We"
gave "them" the horse, sugar and—
regrettably—germs. The new dis-
course centers on "exchanges" of
technology, food, disease, people
and even wealth—and how these ex-
changes revolutionized the world.
Drawing the line: A fear of poli-
tics underpins the new mythmaking.
It's permissible to mention African
slavery as a consequence of 1492,
but not permissible to suggest that
social inequalities in today's world
have anything to do with events 500
years ago. It's all right to hint that
today's degradation of the Earth is
connected to the legacy of 1492, but
only so long as "we" are all held
equally responsible.

It's fine to point out that the
chocolate milkshake is a by-product
of the Columbian exchange, but not
the imperial premises of the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund. It is accept-
able, however, to speak of "biologi-
cal imperialism," an expression
that's become quite fashionable.
Death and destruction? Blame it on
the germs.

The Columbus of the new myth is
"complex"—religious but cruel, a

skillful sailor but an inept adminis-
trator. Critics are chided for evaluat-
ing Columbus with "contemporary
glasses" rather than seeing him as a
complicated man of his time. The

COLUMBUS
new myth, like the old myth, ignores'
or is contemptuous of other "men
of their time" such as Antonio de
Montesinos, Pedro de Cordoba or
Bartolome de las Casas, priests who
denounced the inhumanity of the
Spanish conquest. Also silenced are
the Taino Indians, "men—and
women—of their time," who resisted
the early European invasion with de-
termination and subtlety. This sup-
pression of the voices of protest and
defiance in the revised myth teaches
people to ignore today's movements
for justice.

A fear of politics
underpins the new
mythmaking. It is
fashionable to
speak of "biological
imperialism." Hey,
blame it on the
germs.

Implied in the new myth and
stated explicitly in the Newsweek
piece is that the "encounter" and its
aftermath was inevitable. Why get
so upset if, like an earthquake or tor-
nado, the mass extermination of In-
dians, the African slave trade and all
the inequities that followed were
bound to happen? If, as the myth-
makers hope, the argument suc-
ceeds in stifling condemnations of
the past, then they can go back to
talking about changes in the world's
diet and 15th-century navigation
techniques.

It's a trap we should avoid, for if
we fail to analyze and criticize 500-
year-old Spanish imperialism be-
cause it was "inevitable," then we
disable ourselves from recognizing
and denouncing these same tenden-
cies in our own society—we run the
risk of seeing these as inevitable as
well. Which may, in fact, be a major
subtext of the revised Columbus
myth: Criticizing a long-ago social
system built on controlling other
people's land and resources, accom-
panied at home by vast inequalities
of wealth and power, could spawn a
similar critique of contemporary U.S.
society.
Unseen underhanded: There is
a nasty teleology lurking beneath the
historical inevitability claim: the im-
plication that our society as it is cur-
rently structured was meant to be.

It's a page out oi the Manifest Destiny
credo: This society is what history
has led up to; indeed, it is what his-
tory was for. The U.S.—militarily su-
preme, decision-maker for the world
—was the intended conclusion of an
unseen hand of fate.

The old Columbus myth held that
discovery was primarily motivated
by curiosity, wanting to prove the
world was round, and a desire to
spread Christianity. The new myth
acknowledges that a quest for profit
was more central but links this profit
motive with qualities that allegedly
make our society great—as News-
uieek puts it, "a fascination with new
ideas, a knack for scientific discov-
ery, an ability to adapt and change."
The revised Columbus tale implies
that an economic system based on
greed is vital for any social improve-
ment.

The new mythmakers have dis-
covered native American cultures. I
first noticed this tendency in a long
article, "America Before Columbus,"
in the July 8, 1991 U.S. News and
World Report—pages and pages on
ancient Indian civilizations. This ap-
proach offers some political advan-
tages to the Columbian exchange
people. Native demands for recogni-
tion can be undercut: "We ore
acknowledging the rich contribu-
tions of the first Americans," they
can claim.

This ersatz multiculturalism also
popularizes grizzly descriptions of
aspects of cultures such as the Aztec
and Maya, which then can "balance"
the atrocities of Columbus, Cortes,
Pizarro, et al. At dinner the other
evening, a friend said, "i can't feel
bad about what happened. The In-
dians would have done the same
thing if they'd had the chance." He'd
been reading about Aztec human
sacrifices.

But the new mythmaking is more
than some cynical capitalist plot.
Cynical they may be, but the recent
apologetics and scholarship derive
from a world view that understands
this as the only, if not the best, soci-
ety possible. Like the conquistadors
of old, these folks believe in what
they're doing.

And, I suppose, we should be
thankful for the more sophisticated
arguments. The "Columbus was
good/Columbus was bad" debate
was awfully limited. A narrow focus
on Columbus, proving that he took
slaves and massacred untold num-
bers of Tainos is no longer enough
for us—if it ever was. The Columbian
exchange crowd may have done the
left a favor. If the measured, dispas-
sionate "balance" of the new myth-
makers still hides a reactionary
agenda, then it's up to us to offer an
alternative. [•]
Bill Bigelow is co-editor of Rethinking
Columbus and wrote the afterword for
teachers in the new edition of Hans
Koning's Columbus: His Enterprise.
Rethinking Columbus is available for
$6 from Rethinking Schools, 1001 E.
Keefe Ave., Milwaukee, Wl 53212.
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